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The Philosophy of Theatre, Drama and Acting

2017

a collection of new essays on the philosophy of theatre and the philosophy of drama combining historical
perspectives and new directions

Theatre, Drama, and Audience in Goethe's Germany

1957

the history of drama is typically viewed as a series of inert styles tracing british and american stage drama
from the 1880s onward w b worthen instead sees drama as the interplay of text stage production and audience
how are audiences manipulated what makes drama meaningful worthen identifies three rhetorical strategies that
distinguish an o neill play from a yeats or these two from a brecht where realistic theater relies on the
natural qualities of the stage scene poetic theater uses the poet s word the text to control performance
modern political theater by contrast openly places the audience at the center of its rhetorical designs and the
drama of the postwar period is shown to develop a range of post brechtian practices that make the audience
the subject of the play worthen s book deserves the attention of any literary critic or serious theatergoer
interested in the relationship between modern drama and the spectator

The Drama and the Stage

1922



in a new edition of this now classic work robert brustein argues that the roots of the modern theatre may be
found in the soil of rebellion cultivated by eight outstanding playwrights ibsen strindberg chekhov shaw brecht
pirandello o neill and genet focusing on each of them in turn mr brustein considers the nature of their revolt the
methods employed in their plays their influences on the modern drama and the playwrights themselves one of the
standard and decisive books on the modern theater it shows us the men behind the works what they wanted to
write about and the private hell within each of them which led to the enduring works we continue to treasure
new york times book review the best single collection of essays i know of on modern drama remarkably fine and
sensitive pieces of criticism alvin kernan yale review

Modern Drama and the Rhetoric of Theater

2015-01-30

this book focuses on the various problems in the verbal and nonverbal translation and tranposition of drama
from one language and cultural background into another and from the text on to the stage it covers a range
of previously unpublished essays specifically written on translation problems unique to drama by playwrights
and literary translators as well as theorists scholars and teachers of drama and translation studies

An Annotated Dictionary of Technical, Historical, and Stylistic Terms
Relating to Theatre and Drama

1995

theater as problem deserves applause inside and outside the academy those who are interested in drama and



theater will learn from and argue with this original thought provoking book gay gibson cima author of
performing women female character male playwrights and the modern stage using examples ranging from
nineteenth century viennese comedy to friedrich d rrenmatt s atomic age theater benjamin bennett explores what
is at stake in the theory of drama what sort of questioning makes up that theory and in what direction such
questioning leads

The Theatre of Revolt

1991-02-01

combining the history of playwriting and the development of acting stagecraft and management this edition
includes recent developments in the realm of american theatre up to 1980 as in the first edition it features
imaginary visits to the theatres of each era from colonial times to the present from buying a ticket to
attending the afterpiece and walking home

The Languages of Theatre

2014-06-28

this second edition of the text has been fully revised and updated to address influences and practices in theatre
in the 1980s and 1990s revisions include a look at contemporary theatre in performance playwrights and
theorists and how to comment on and analyze productions in light of the kinds of questions asked in current a
level exam syllabuses across all boards the authors define all technical terms using photographs from
theatrical productions



The Theatre of Revolt

1962

contains the scripts of nine significant plays of the modern theater written between 1944 and 1975 by
playwrights including harold pinter bertolt brecht samuel beckett friedrich durrenmatt jean genet eugene
ionesco slawomir mrozek tom stoppard and david mamet

Theatre and Drama in the Making

1964

the wise man pundabi tries to help the wealthy king see the poverty and suffering in his kingdom by inventing the
mystery of the golden serpent

Theater as Problem

1990

taylor spanish and comparative literature dartmouth college draws on five latin american plays written
1965 70 to illustrate how theatre both reflects and shapes political and economic events and movements of
interest to students of either theatre or latin america all nations are translated annotation copyrighted by
book news inc portland or



Three Hundred Years of American Drama and Theatre

1982

a comprehensive and authoritative single volume reference work on the theatre arts of asia oceania nine expert
scholars provide entries on performance in twenty countries from pakistan in the west through india and
southeast asia to china japan and korea in the east an introductory pan asian essay explores basic themes they
include ritual dance puppetry training performance and masks the national entries concentrate on the historical
development of theatre in each country followed by entries on the major theatre forms and articles on
playwrights actors and directors the entries are accompanied by rare photographs and helpful reading lists

Drama and Theatre Arts

1998

presents a basic introduction to the value of artistic activity for all people this book presents a brief
introduction to different kinds of artistic expression and then focuses on drama and theatre experience

Nine Plays of the Modern Theater

1981

a collection of new essays on the philosophy of theatre and the philosophy of drama combining historical
perspectives and new directions



The Political Stage: American Drama and Theater of the Great Depression

1974

all theater is revolutionary theater is the first book to consider why in the western tradition and only in the
western tradition theatrical drama is regarded as its own literary or poetic type when the criteria needed to
differentiate drama from other forms of writing do not resemble the criteria by which types of prose or verse
are ordinarily distinguished through close readings of such playwrights as beckett brecht b�chner eliot shaw
wedekind and robert wilson benjamin bennett looks at the relationship between literature and drama identifying
typical problems in the development of dramatic literature and exploring how the uncomfortable association
with theatrical performance affects the operation of drama in literary history bennett s historical
investigations into theoretical works ranging from aristotle to artaud brecht and diderot suggest that the
attempt to include drama in the system of western literature causes certain specific incongruities that in his
view have the salutary effect of preserving the otherwise endangered possibility of a truly liberal progressive
or revolutionary literature

World Theater

1973

leading historic and contemporary educators in the field of children s drama education describe personal
experiences and field research in drama education in the us the uk and the british commonwealth the layout is
dense and uninviting with a few poor quality bandw photos the book has a plastic comb binding this third
edition represents contemporary practices throughout the english speaking world mccaslin teaches in the
program in educational theater at new york university c book news inc



Theatre of Crisis

1991

an original and beautifully written book on changing perspectives in the art of theater through a study of nine
plays oedipus rex b r nice tristan und isolde hamlet ghosts the cherry orchard six characters in search of an
author noah murder in the cathedral the author shows how all playwrights seek to hold the mirror up to
nature and how in this respect the art of drama is always the same varying only with the philosophical and
aesthetic concepts of each age the idea of a theater will delight both readers with a special interest in drama
and those who read drama as a source of insight into man s nature and man s changing ideas of himself
originally published in 1949 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again
make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these
editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and
hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly
heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905

The Theatre

1979

this textbook provides a global chronological mapping of significant areas of theatre sketched from its deepest
history in the evolution of our brain s inner theatre to ancient medieval modern and postmodern developments it
considers prehistoric cave art and built temples african trance dances ancient egyptian and middle eastern
ritual dramas greek and roman theatres asian dance dramas and puppetry medieval european performances
global indigenous rituals early modern to postmodern euro american developments worldwide postcolonial



theatres and the hyper theatricality of today s mass and social media timelines and numbered paragraphs form
an overall outline with distilled details of what students can learn encouraging further explorations online
and in the library questions suggest how students might reflect on present parallels making their own maps of
global theatre histories regarding geo political theatrics in the media our performances in everyday life and the
theatres inside our brains

Theater Symptoms: Plays and Writings on Drama

2020-12-17

j l moreno wrote books chapters and articles about psychodrama his writing like the method he pioneered is rich
and complex many students practitioners and participants around the world have encountered moreno s work in
action however fewer people may have had the opportunity to read and think about the words of the father due
to the limited availability of key texts a desire to ensure moreno s work is available to the widest possible
audience inspired members of the north west psychodrama association to work together to re publish the books
in this series we hope by doing so j l moreno s words will continue to reverberate across time and space inspiring
new generations of practitioners to be as creative and spontaneous as is possible whilst managing the
complexity of modern day practice

Theory of the Theatre and Other Principles of Dramatic Criticism

2005-03-01

the work done on a play before the first rehearsal the first group reading or even the before the cast have met
can be crucial to the success of a production directors and dramaturgs must know how to analyze



understand and interpret a play or performance text if they hope to bring it to life on the stage this book
provides a broad range of tools and methods that can be used when reading a text including lessons from the
past what can we learn from aristotle stanislavsky meyerhold vakhtangov brecht and harold clurman this
section establishes the models and methods that underpin much of a director s work today a survey of current
practices in western theatre a combination of research interviews and observation of practical work addresses
the main stages in understanding a play such as getting to know characters sharing ideas mapping the action
and grappling with language a workbook setting out twenty one ways of breaking down a play from the
general to the particular contributions reflections and interjections from a host of successful directors make
this the ideal starting point for anyone who wants to direct a play or even devise one of their own this wide
range of different approaches options and techniques allows each reader to create their own brand of play
analysis

Stages of Drama

1981-01-01

this edited collection brings together a team of internationally prominent academics and delivers cutting edge
discourse on the strongly emerging tradition of experimentation in contemporary british theatre redefining what
the dramatic stands for today each chapter of the collection focuses on influential contemporary plays and
playwrights

The Cambridge Guide to Asian Theatre

1997-01-28



during the past century the interpretation given by the various directors staging greek drama has varied and
the critical reception accorded the productions has also altered while the texts of aeschylus sophocles and
euripides remain constant the meanings drawn from their plays do not the director who decides to offer a greek
tragedy in the modern american commercial theater believes in the ability of the text to reach the contemporary
audience and the reviewers assess the success of the venture their words become a record of both a particular
performance and the time in which it played hartigan explores how drama and society interact and witnesses the
continued vitality of the greek tragedy

Drama and the Arts for Adults with Down Syndrome

2007-03

first published in 1950 this present work examines the political economic and social condition of germany on
literature particular drama in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries the author explores drama
both in its passive and active relations with the life of the time and with the theatre the medium without the aid
of which the possibilities of the drama as an art form remain only half realised this title will be of interest to
students of literature drama and theatre studies

The Philosophy of Theatre, Drama and Acting

2017-11-30

offers a convenient collection of classic and contemporary plays from europe the americas africa and asia
designed to be used in a variety of drama and theater courses in general surveys of drama and theater in
courses on tragedy and or comedy or in classes on modern theater pref



Dance, Drama, and Theatre in Thailand

1996

first published in 1950 this present work examines the political economic and social condition of germany on
literature particular drama in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries the author explores drama
both in its passive and active relations with the life of the time and with the theatre the medium without the aid
of which the possibilities of the drama as an art form remain only half realised this title will be of interest to
students of literature drama and theatre studies

All Theater Is Revolutionary Theater

2018-07-05

first published in 1967 the theatre of commitment presents miscellaneous collection of seven essays written
over fifteen years eric bentley deals with themes like is the drama an extinct species the american drama what is
theatre the pro and con of political theatre letter to a would be playwright and the theatre of commitment
for most people theatre of commitment is political theater though bentley indicates that the word commitment
is broad enough to embrace the work of any serious writer even if the commitment is to non commitment this is an
interesting read for students of theatre and performance studies

Children and Drama

1985



The Idea of a Theater

2015-12-08

Mapping Global Theatre Histories

2019-05-02

The Theatre of Spontaneity

2010

How to Read a Play

2016-03-17

Eugene O'Neill

1987



Contemporary British Theatre

2013-09-12

Greek Tragedy on the American Stage

1995-05-09

Theatre, Drama and Audience in Goethe's Germany

2018-11-05

The Third Theatre

1969

The Harcourt Anthology of Drama

2002



Theatre, Drama and Audience in Goethe's Germany

2018-11-28

The Theatre of Commitment

2023-10-13

Plays for the Theatre

1984

Drama, Theatre, and Identity in the American New Republic

2005
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